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 Appendix A - Albert Street Temporary Space Design

The Urban Design Strategy has been developed in consultation with BCC and is 

intended to provide guidance to the detailed designers of the Scheme to inform the 

design of the BEE to enable it to align with BCC’s current aspirations.  Subject to

 planning conditions applied to any deemed consent granted for the BEE, BCC will 

retain the right to review the scheme as itdevelops through the detailed design stage 

and will have final approval of the hard and soft landscaping elements of the BEE.  
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1. Introduction

The Birmingham Eastside Extension Scheme 

Transport for West Midlands, part of the West Midlands Combined Authority (TFWM) is developing a Light Rail Network to serve the Region, it currently operates 
services between Birmingham and Wolverhampton. Midland Metro Line 1 connects Wolverhampton to Birmingham City Centre via Wednesbury, Bilston, West 
Bromwich, Handsworth and the Jewellery Quarter. The Birmingham Eastside Extension (BEE) will form an integral part of the wider network, extending from the 
Birmingham City Centre Extension (BCCE) at Bull Street, providing a new surface link to the HS2 Station at Curzon Street and terminating at High Street Deritend.

The BEE scheme involves the construction of an on street tramway starting at the junction of Bull Street and Corporation Street, then running along Lower Bull 
Street into Albert Street. The route will then cross Moor Street Queensway, travel southeast towards New Canal Street to connect to the new HS2 Curzon Street 
Station. It will continue south along New Canal Street, before running on to Meriden Street and turning eastwards onto High Street Deritend. The route will run 
in the middle of the carriageway and services will terminate between Rea Street and Milk Street adjacent to Birmingham Coach Station, with additional track for 
turnback extending to the junction with Heath Mill Lane. 

The Planning and Transport Context 

The Birmingham Unitary Development Plan (2005) and the emerging Birmingham Development Plan recognises the importance of improved public transport 
infrastructure and its contribution to assisting regeneration, social and environmental benefits. Both current and emerging planning policy documents support 
the need for further extensions to the Midland Metro Network throughout the Birmingham City Council administrative area and taking into account the regional 
context. 

The emerging Birmingham Development Plan, which is well advanced, reinforces the importance of connectivity and confirms that measures to improve 
accessibility to and within the City Centre will be supported. The City Centre Spatial Strategy within the emerging plan identifies a Midland Metro expansion from 
Bull Street / Corporation Street to the HS2 terminus in Eastside, and is further supported through the Birmingham Curzon HS2 Masterplan (2015).

The BEE route will run through the key regeneration areas of Digbeth and Eastside. The City Council has long standing plans for further investment and 
regeneration of Digbeth and the Eastside Quarter and these are reflected in the emerging Birmingham Development Plan, Big City Plan and Birmingham Curzon 
HS2 Masterplan. They involve maximising the benefits arising from improved connectivity and investment in HS2 and associated commercial, retail and residential 
developments. Eastside has already begun its transformation into a vibrant and attractive part of the City Centre and lies at the heart of creative industries. It also 
boasts a number of educational establishments, and a growing night time economy and city living population. 

The Urban Design Strategy provides a high level design framework which will apply along the length of the scheme through the quarters identified in the 
Birmingham Big City Plan: City Core, Eastside and Digbeth. These quarters have a strong connection with industry and commerce and an urban character shaped 
by shops, restaurants, offices, warehouses, factories and other commercial buildings. Many of the city’s former industrial buildings have been converted to 
alternative uses including small studio offices, arts spaces, apartments and other city centre uses, reflecting the evolving nature and character of the public realm 
affected by the scheme. 

The Urban Design Strategy illustrates the design principles which will guide and influence the eventual detailed design of the new public realm associated with 
the scheme, to ensure that it meets with the aspirations for the redevelopment of the area in the Birmingham City Plan. The design strategy sets out how the 
BEE could respond to, complement and enhance the existing character of the streetscape it passes through and how it will continue the design aims of earlier 
transport and urban renewal schemes such as the BCCE. The strategy establishes the quality of paving materials and street furniture, the approach to planting 
and the design of the trams stops.  As the BEE scheme progresses to the detailed design stage, a detailed streetscape design document will be produced as was 
produced in 2013 by Gillespies for the Midland Metro Centenary Square Extension. This strategy will form the basis of that document. 

Consultation and Liaison

TFWM has been committed to a programme of stakeholder and community engagement. Extensive consultation has been undertaken with key stakeholders at 
Birmingham City Council regarding the design and technical aspects relating to the BEE scheme. Consultation has also been carried out with the general public 
regarding potential route options for the BEE scheme and discussion have also been carried out with key stakeholders potentially affected by the project. This 
has included Martineau Galleries (Hammerson), Dorothy Perkins, St Michael’s Church, Tesco, Travelodge, Carrs Lane Church, Hotel LaTour and Digbeth Residents 
Association. 

A meeting and route walk with Planning and Urban Design officers from Birmingham City Council to discuss the scope and content of the urban design strategy 
took place on 2 February 2016. The group walked the length of the BEE and council officers also showed the group the completed BCCE scheme, highlighting 
the aspects of the built scheme which had worked well and should be continued in the BEE scheme. The route walk focussed on key development areas within 
the study area and potential treatments from a planning and urban design perspective and how these would be best captured within the urban design strategy, 
while maintaining an element of flexibility at the detailed design stage of the project. The strategy in draft form was presented to the same officers on 10 March 
2016 and the strategy was revised in response to their comments on the draft

4
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In preparation of the Urban Design Strategy for the BEE, regard has been given to the relevant transport, design and landscape based policies at the national and local planning policy levels. The table below provides a summary of relevant policy framework in this regard.

Document Relevant Design Policies/ Scope

Unitary Development Plan 

Statutory Development Plan 

Material Considerations - National Planning Policy 

National Planning Policy Framework (2012)

Birmingham Development Plan (Emerging)

Material Considerations - Emerging Planning Policy 

Birmingham Curzon HS2 Masterplan - Masterplan for 
Growth  (2015)

The Birmingham Curzon HS2 Masterplan sets out the approach 
to future development, building upon the work of the Eastside 
Masterplan and the Birmingham Big City Plan. It provides a vision 
and framework for the future development of the HS2 city centre 
terminus and the wider regeneration of Eastside, Digbeth and the 
eastern fringe of the city centre core. 

Big City Plan - City Centre Masterplan (2011)

The Big City plan sets out further proposals to expand the City Core 
to accommodate greater levels of economic and cultural activity, 
whilst supporting and strengthening the distinctive character of 
the surrounding areas, improving connections and raising their 
overall quality. It identified both Eastside and Digbeth as key 
regeneration areas, activity with HS2 providing an opportunity to 
unlock development opportunities .

Digbeth, Deritend and Bordesley High Streets (Digbeth/ 
Deritend) Conservation Character Appraisal and 
Supplementary Planning Policies (2009)

Policies in the document seeks to preserve or enhance the 
character or appearance of Digbeth, Deritend and Bordesley High 
Street (Digbeth / Deritend) Conservation Area of which the BEE 
route goes through. It guides and manages change anticipated 
for the area through the promotion of good new design which 
responds sensitively to historic context. 

Warwick Bar Conservation Area Character Appraisal and 
Supplementary Planning Policies (2008)

Policies in the document seek to preserve or enhance the character 
or appearance of Warwick Bar Conservation Area of which the BEE 
route goes through. It guides and manages change anticipated 
for the area through the promotion of good new design which 
responds sensitively to historic context. 

Digbeth,  Der i tend and Bordes ley

High Streets (Digbeth/Der i tend)

Conservat ion Area

March 2009

Character  Appra isa l  
and

Supplementary P lanning Po l ic ies

birmingham’s        local development framework
theBirminghamplan

Warwick Bar

Conservat ion Area

March 2008

Character  Appra isa l  
and

Supplementary P lanning Po l ic ies

birmingham’s        local development framework
theBirminghamplan

Birmingham Curzon HS2
Masterplan for growth

February 2014
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Material Considerations - Other Design-Based Planning Policy Documents

• Policy PG3 - Place making 

• Policy GA1 - City Centre

• Policy TP3 - Sustainable construction 

• Policy TP7 - Green infrastructure  network 

• Policy TP12 - Historic environment 

• Policy TP37 – A sustainable transport network

• Policy TP40 – Public transport

• Section 4 - Promoting sustainable transport

• Section 7 - Requiring good design 

• Section 12 - Conserving and enhancing the historic 
environment

• Chapter 2 - Strategy

• Chapter 3 - Environment 

• Chapter 6 - Transport

• Chapter 15 - City Centre

2. Relevant Planning Policies
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3. The Birmingham Eastside Extension Wider Route Connections
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4. Site Context

Plan showing the location of the site in relation to the wider context of the City of Birmingham 

Plan showing the proposed route

The BEE metro extension will provide an opportunity to build on the success of Birmingham City Council’s 
recent streetscape improvements in the city centre by enhancing legibility, accessibility and the quality of 
the urban environment. The approach to design for the new areas of public realm created by the metro 
extension will follow the precedents set by the council in their approach to streetscape design.  

The metro route runs between Bull Street and High Street Deritend, passing through the Warwick Bar 
(Bordesley) and the Digbeth, Deritend and Bordesley High Streets Conservation Areas on the way. 
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5. Scheme Context 
Design and planning guidance 
produced by Birmingham City 
Council, including the two 
conservation area appraisals and 
the Big City Plan, has informed the 
urban design strategy for the BEE.  
The Big City Plan divides the city 
into a number of quarters, each with 
their own distinctive character: the 
BEE passes through  three of these 
quarters - the City Core, Eastside 
and Digbeth. The urban design 
strategy is structured around these 
characterisations to ensure that the 
proposals respond to the historic 
character of each quarter and 
Birmingham's aspirations for these 
areas.  

CITY CORE EASTSIDE

DIGBETH

Curzon Street

9
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6. Scheme Context: Existing Public Realm - City Core  

The BEE runs between Bull Street and Moor Street  Queensway in this quarter. This is an area of major change.  Bull Street, which lacks 
the high quality finishes of other parts of the City Core, will be revitalised by redevelopment and streetscape improvements.  A new 
station for High Speed 2 is planned in the neighbouring Eastside quarter. Public realm improvements elsewhere have transformed the 
city core in recent years, reducing the dominance of traffic and creating a people-centred environment. BCC will continue with this by 
delivering:  

• new primary walking routes in Corporation Street and to  Eastside and the HS2 station

• the renewal of the public realm with high quality paving, street furniture and lighting 

Paving types in the city core include brick pavers, concrete paving slabs and blocks, coloured and natural tumbled concrete pavers and 
granite slabs and blocks. Sawn, silver grey granite blocks, laid herringbone pattern, have been laid recently in Spiceal Street, around 
St Martin’s in the Bull Ring Church. Black, grey and sawn silver granite blocks and slabs have been used in the upper-level open space 
overlooking the church. Glass parapets with stainless steel rails on raised walkways allow long, unimpeded views of the city. The grey 
granite gives the Bull Ring area a distinctively high quality feel, but it can, especially in overcast and wet weather, look drab. Trees were 
removed during the construction of the BCCE from the City Core. 

In Bull Street, the roads are surfaced in asphalt, with grey concrete block crossovers, laid in a herringbone pattern. The footways are 
surfaced with grey and red concrete blocks and grey concrete slabs. Kerbs are low or flush. Bollards line the kerbs at the junction 
with Corporation Street and these, with the wide variety of types of tactile paving in evidence give the streetscape a cluttered and 
haphazard appearance.  The road dominates the public realm.

Footways in New Meeting Street and Albert Street are paved in asphalt, terracotta brick (New Meeting Street) and old blue engineering 
brick. Kerbs are 255mm wide, with a 60mm upstand, there are a small number of London planes growing in the footway.
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Bull Ring: black, grey and sawn silver granite blocks and slabs

New Meeting Street: red terracotta brick 
laid herringbone

Bull Street: grey concrete blocks, laid herringbone, concrete slabs, asphalt, street trees

New Meeting Street: blue engineering brick 

New Meeting Street

Bull Street

Green wall at the Grand Central

10

Bull Ring: seating and parapet

Examples of paving in the quarter
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7. Scheme Context: Existing Public Realm - Eastside 

Curzon StreetEastside City Park

Fazeley Street N
ew

 C
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t

The BEE runs along a primary walking route, past Eastside City Park and Curzon Street Station, through the future HS2 station and into 
the Digbeth quarter adjacent.  Eastside City Park, though new in landscape terms, already has a distinctive character of its own and is a 
destination in its own right. It provides a pleasant and walkable route connecting the City Core, Eastside and Digbeth. The park design 
offers much in the way of inspiration, ideas and good examples for the BEE Urban Design Strategy in terms of layout, use of material, 
planting and art works. HS2 will bring both major opportunities and challenges for the future of the quarter. The overall BCC vision for 
Eastside is to:

• maximise its development potential with new commercial, residential, leisure and entertainment uses 

• transform Eastside into a key arrival destination with HS2

• create attractive walkable routes between the City Core, Eastside and Digbeth and nodal points where routes intersect

• celebrate the distinctive historic character of the quarter created by the Curzon Street Station and the railway viaduct.

Recent streetscape improvements in Moor Street Queensway have swept away the clutter of pedestrian barriers and improved 
permeability for pedestrians. Paving is mainly in silver grey granite slabs, with 60mm high, 255mm wide granite kerbs and areas of 
granite sett trim. Plane trees have been planted in the footway. The scheme continues into the new tree-lined route on the south side of 
Hotel LaTour, which is paved in silver granite slabs; the pavement design and the elegant lighting along the route between Moor Street 
Queensway and Park Street gives the space a cool, contemporary feel .  Darker grey granite tactile paving is used to denote changes in 
level.  

Eastside City Park was laid out by designers Alain Provost and Patel Taylor and contains sculpture, water features and richly varied 
planting. Contrasting surface textures in the park are created using granite slabs, setts and high-quality creamy-coloured concrete slabs, 
laid out in square and angled grids.  Divisions between spaces are formed using ornamental planting, seating, evergreen hedges and 
cast concrete. 
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Outside Hotel LaTour: granite paving including setts, pavers and slabs with contemporary lighting. 

Park Street Gardens

Eastside City Park: cast concrete elements define 
the space.

N

Eastside City Park: benches and hedges
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8. Scheme Context: Existing Public Realm - Digbeth

The BEE runs through the Digbeth Quarter, along New Canal Street, Meriden Street, Digbeth and High Street Deritend. Much of the 
route is in conservation area and the quarter’s character derives from its 18th and 19th century canal and railway infrastructure and 
remaining factory buildings. Two railway viaducts, built in high quality brickwork, cross the area, creating enclosure and framing views. 
There are a number of derelict and vacant sites along the route. Digbeth and High Street Deritend are wide, busy roads and create 
severance for pedestrians. The quarter has declined since its 19th century heyday and the quality of the public realm is low. BEE and 
HS2 will bring the opportunity for redevelopment and public realm improvements by BCC such as: 

• improved pedestrian connections with the Central Core;

• new open spaces as venues for activity, recreation for new residents and visitors;

• remodelling of Digbeth and High Street Deritend  to reduce vehicle dominance;

• mixed use development which maintains its robust historic character

Much of the streetscape is utilitarian with asphalt roads and asphalt and concrete slab footways.  The occasional granite sett crossover 
remains from the area’s original 19th century layout. Streetscape improvements in Gibb Street have enhanced the historic character of 
the buildings with York stone slabs on the footways and block paving in the carriageway. The environment is pedestrian friendly, with 
cafe tables spilling out into the space.  Pedestrian guard rails in Digbeth and High Street Deritend prevent pedestrians from crossing 
the busy road, except at crossing points. There are few street trees; the conservation area appraisal notes trees are not characteristics 
of the conservation area. 

High Street Dertend 

River Rea
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Meriden Street and the viaduct. The building on the right is characteristic of the night-time culture of the area. 

High Street Deritend: granite sett crossovers, asphalt road. Street 
clutter (bins, guard rails, signs, light column) detracts from the local 
townscape character.

The 19th century industrial buildings in the area are key to the 
character of Digbeth.
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The BEE will be an extension of the Birmingham City Centre Extension (BCCE) and the successful elements of the BCCE scheme will be incorporated in the public realm design for BEE to ensure a smooth transition between the two schemes. The paving, lighting, seating and other 
street furniture for the BCCE were carefully coordinated to provide a crisp, stylish feel to the tram route, enhancing the setting of city centre buildings, raising the quality of the streetscape and improving legibility. The BEE will aim to achieve a similarly high quality effect.  Other 
successful examples of recent public realm improvements by BCC in Birmingham have also informed the development of the Urban Design Strategy.  

The photographs below illustrate examples of high quality paving in streetscape schemes in Birmingham.  Pedestrian areas are mainly paved in sawn grey granite setts and slabs. Tactile paving is in light and dark grey granite. Deterrent paving is formed with tumbled silver granite 
setts, laid 10mm higher than the surrounding levels. Asphalt is used where surfaces are shared by trams and other vehicles. In tram only sections of the route as at Snow Hill Station, the area between the tracks is grass, lightening the palette of colours and introducing a lively, slightly 
unexpected effect. York stone slabs on Colmore Circus Queensway provide a warmer contrast with the predominant grey granite.

14

9. Examples of Paving Materials used on the Birmingham City Centre Extension and in other City Centre 
Streetscape Schemes
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10. Lessons Learned: Birmingham City Centre Extension 

A number of lessons were learned in the implementation of the BCCE and these will be used to aid the design and implementation of the BEE. Fitting new infrastructure into the existing urban fabric requires careful coordination of new and existing structures, levels and materials. 
The placement of substations, transformers, footways, planters and guard railing on BCCE was not always integrated smoothly into the existing streetscape conditions, resulting in conflicts between the new and existing elements, an increase in street clutter and a reduction in 
accessibility. Junctions between different paving materials and the use of tactile paving lead to awkward angles and narrow slivers of paving.  The photographs below illustrate less successful parts of the BCCE scheme.

Different colours in grouting ruins the finish and quality of the paving The relationship between the planter and the existing streetscape and building is not 
resolved. The narrow channel behind the planter and the glass wall of the building 
will be difficult to maintain. Routing the planter around the inspection chamber traps 
surface water and emphasises its presence.

Complex arrangement of tactile paving requiring extensive detailing

Large utility cabinets act as a visual barrier and clutter the streetscapeCast concrete surface for the tram route: difficulties creating a neat junction with the tram tracks 
result in an uneven width joint the length of the track.

Poor coordination with existing conditions results in awkward detailing  

15

A dull metal cover or astroturf would look less obtrusive
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11. Precedent examples: Birmingham City Centre Extension: Tram Stop

16

Metro stop Bench and shelter

Paving: granite Metro stop and tram Tactile paving

Metro stop
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12. Precedent examples: Street Furniture  

Eastside City Park seating, sculpture, space definition 

Eastside City Park seating Eastside City Park seating

Near Snow Hill Station seating Outside Hotel LaTour lighting 

Eastside City Park seating

Eastside City Park  lighting 

Eastside City Park  bins

17
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2. Precedent examples: Birmingham Metro City Centre Extension: Soft Landscape Works 
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13. Key Design Considerations: City Core - Bull Street 

Bull Street

The BEE branches off the BCCE where it turns from Bull Street into Corporation Street on segregated track going south and on a 
shared surface for buses and the Metro going north. Continuity with the BCCE could be emphasised by using many of the same 
paving materials, with silver and mid-grey granite paving slabs, silver granite kerbs and York stone slabs. The surface of the road 
would be asphalt as is currently the case in Bull Street south of the junction. Kerbs would be 60mm high to ease navigation for 
partially sighted pedestrians and reduce the need for bollards.  The proportion of York stone could be increased to ‘warm’ up the feel 
of the paving.

The north-eastern side of Bull Street will be widened to accommodate the metro. Two trees will be removed at the junction with 
Dale End. New trees (such as Tilia cordata or Liriodendron tulipfera) could potentially be planted in this location, but the feasibility for 
planting would be established at detailed design stage. 

Materials Palette

Yorkstone paving Grey granite paving slabs Paving material: colours and textures

Location Plan 

Yorkstone paving 
Grey Granite 
paving slabs

Grey asphalt 

Drawing NTS

Bu
ll 
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Corporation Street

Bull Street

Bus Stop Dale
 En

d Albert StreetCor
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Bull Street
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Granite  kerb

Shared surface for 
buses and Metro

Segregated 
track
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14. Key Design Considerations: City Core - Albert Street to New Meeting Street

A three-storey, late 20th century building will be demolished on the east side of Dale End to allow the metro through to Moor Street 
Queensway. The metro will run on shared track for most of this route and two trees (London plane) will be removed at the junction 
of Albert Street and New Meeting Street.  Replacement trees could be planted along this stretch of the route.  The metro stop will 
be designed with the same uncluttered approach used on the BCCE metro stop in Bull Street. The use of tactile paving would be 
simplified where possible. Special care will be applied to the siting of electrical cabinets, feeder pillars and other paraphernalia 
associated with the metro. Continuity with the Bull Street section of the metro could be maintained with silver granite slabs and 
kerbs and the reuse of the blue engineering brick currently laid on part of the footway in Albert Street to reflect the stronger historic 
character of this area.

Land on the corner of Dale End and Albert Street, left vacant as a result of the demolition required to build the metro scheme, could 
be used as a temporary ‘pop-up’ park, until a plan for the redevelopment of this site ( known as Martineau Galleries) comes forward. 

The tram stop design would follow the approach illustrated in the drawings set out  in section 26 Key Design Considerations. 

Materials Palette

Blue engineering brickGrey granite blocks and slabs Potential for green wall in this area. 

Blue engineering brick

Granite slabs

Asphalt

Location Plan 

Drawing NTS

Albert StreetDale
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Multi-storey 
car park

Albert 
Street 

Temporary 
Park

Moor Street - Queensway

Albert Street

Tram stop

Tram

To Dale End

Dale End

N
N

Low planting 

All existing entrances 
to the MSCP will be 
retained
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15. Key Design Considerations: City Core - Albert Street Temporary Park

Centro|
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1. Albert Street Temporary Open Space

Albert Street will be closed between Dale End and New Meeting Street and the buildings to the south will be 

demolished to allow the new metro route. A temporary park will be provided within this location and will be 

designed to accommodate four different amenity spaces. This includes an all generation play area providing a 

place for children to play and adults to exercise and an exciting place all to enjoy. A sit down and relax area will 

be provided incorporating a sculpture designed by the community to give the community a sense of ownership, 

and a versatile modern market stalls area for pop up food stalls and cafes.

Existing mature trees will be retained and additional planters will be provided surrounding the park. This will 

provide colour throughout the year and will form an acoustic barrier form the adjacent traffic.

The material pallet and park layout will symbolize the amount of canals in Birmingham, resembling the water 

and linkages to the existing canals that surround it, whist maintaining continuity with the adjacent modern 

material proposals for Bull Street, by using stainless steel planters and wood benches and light coloured block 

paving. Special care will be applied to ensure that the materials and street furniture used could be re-used when 

the park reaches the end of its life.

Materials Palette

Masterplan

Jacqueline Mitchell, Liliana Ladbury and Kleveleine Reodique

Euonymus fortunei 

Gives a sense of colour all year round and provide a acoustic 
barrier from the traffic.  These shrubs will be planted in raised 
planters. 

Adult and Children’s fitness area

Hornets Nest Park, USA. Used by all 
generations and  throughout the 
year.  

Concept

Cornus sanguinea

Market stalls

Temporary market stalls

Block paving in sand

Paving will be chosen that 
can be reused on other 
schemes

Seating

Temporary wooden bench

Tree planters

Steel tree planters represent  
the glow of water

Seating

Flow seating around parts of 
the temporary space

An area of land on the corner of Dale End and Albert Street could 
be left vacant as a result of the demolition of 1-7 Dale End. Until a 
new use for this site comes forward, the land could be used for a 
temporary ‘pop up’ park. A number of ideas have been suggested for 
the design of the space and four of these are illustrated below. The 
aim of the park would be to provide an outdoor space for workers, 
visitors and shoppers to use for recreation and as a place to eat 
lunch and meet friends on a fine day. The open space must be easy 
to maintain and would be created using simple, sustainably sourced 
materials. Trees would be planted at semi-mature size to produce an 
instant effect and to be vandal resistant. The designs are high level 
and they illustrate the potential of the space.; they do not take into 
account buried services or other potential constraints to the design. 
If the plan for the pocket park  is taken forward, a detailed design 
would be produced.  The designs on the left can be found on the 
folloin
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16. Key Design Considerations: Eastside - Park Street

The metro crosses Moor Street Queensway at an oblique angle, passing into a recently developed pedestrianised route south of 
Hotel LaTour. The seven London plane trees planted outside Hotel LaTour will be removed. In their place approximately 9 new trees 
could be planted in a line slightly closer to the hotel (subject to detail design).  The pallet of paving  materials used in this part of 
the route would be closely based on the existing materials used in the area and York stone slabs  could be used to add warmth 
and to delineate a new pedestrian path on the south side of the metro. A 5 m wide border planted with semi-mature trees (such 
as Liriodendron tulipifera or Tilia  ‘Greenspire’) would separate the metro and pedestrian zone from a new bus-only road and stand 
to the south. The metro route could be grassed to act as deterrent paving and provide a textural and colour contrast to the paving.

Grassed track

Grassed track at Snow Hill

Yorkstone paving 

Granite setts for 
vehicle crossover

Light grey granite setts

Grey asphalt 

Granite slabs Drawing NTS

Hotel LaTour

Moorstreet Queensway 
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Hotel LaTour

Park Street Gardens

Park Street
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Location Plan 

Materials Palette

Station Square

Curzon 

Promenade

(New public 

realm: part of the 

HS2 Scheme)

Tram

Existing 
pedestrianised 
route outside Hotel 
LaTour

HS2 Station

N

Park Street

N
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Birmingham Eastside Extension - Landscape for the Hotel La Tour

Cross section: NTS showing Hotel La Tour, existing tree planting, tram track, pedestrian foot way, proposed planting and bus stand

Plan NTS: Showing location of proposed planting scheme in relation to Hotel La Tour Concept: Planting language inspired 

by Eastside City Park

Sunny Side Planting Palette 

Shady Side Planting Palette

Ferns Japanese AnemoneHoneysuckle

Scot’s pine Yew hedgeGrasses

Proposed Tram Track Proposed Verge/Safe Zone Proposed 5m Planting Existing Public Realm To Be Retained Bus Only Road Bus Stand

Hotel La Tour
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February 2016: 

Produced by Noor Itrakjy 

Checked: Jo Morrison

Iris’ 

Heuchera

Kerb edge

Birmingham Eastside Extension - Landscape for the Hotel La Tour

Cross section: NTS showing Hotel La Tour, existing tree planting, tram track, pedestrian foot way, proposed planting and bus stand

Plan NTS: Showing location of proposed planting scheme in relation to Hotel La Tour Concept: Planting language inspired 

by Eastside City Park

Sunny Side Planting Palette 

Shady Side Planting Palette

Ferns Japanese AnemoneHoneysuckle

Scot’s pine Yew hedgeGrasses

Proposed Tram Track Proposed Verge/Safe Zone Proposed 5m Planting Existing pedestrianised route To Be Retained and new tree planting Bus Only Road Bus Stand

Hotel La Tour

H
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a 
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A
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February 2016: 

Produced by Noor Itrakjy 

Checked: Jo Morrison

Iris’ 

Heuchera

Kerb edge

17. Key Design Considerations: Hotel LaTour Planting Proposals
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Shady  SunnyCross section: NTS showing Hotel LaTour, proposed tree planting, tram track, pedestrian foot way, proposed planting and bus stand

Concept: planting language inspired 
by Eastside City Park
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18. Key Design Considerations: Eastside - Eastside City Park

The metro continues on segregated track over Park Street, (which will be removed as part of the HS2 Curzon Street development) 
and parallel to Eastside City Park. Trees in Park Street Gardens will be lost, as will a section of a planting bed in Eastside City Park, to 
construct the metro route. The surface between the tracks could be grassed up to the point where the tram route turns south, when 
it will pass through new public realm to be created as part of HS2. The design of this section could take its lead from the materials and 
approach used for paving and street furniture in the park. 

The track passes through the HS2 Station, where there is a tram stop. The surface materials used here could include granite slabs 
and setts and York stone. The surface treatment would continue the approach taken on the BEE scheme, but with adaptation where 
necessary to integrate the plans in with HS2’s approach to surface treatment in the station.

Grassed track Light grey granite setts Granite slabs

Eastside City Park
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Location Plan 

Drawing NTS

Materials Palette
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19. Key Design Considerations:  Digbeth  -  Meriden Street

The tram stop will be located on Meriden Street. The design of the tram stop would 
follow the design principles set out in the Street Design Guide for BCCE, with some 
adaptations to reflect the existing streetscape character and the special qualities of 
the conservation area. The design would take into account the proposed Typhoo 
Wharf development to complement that development in terms of materials and link 
up with it in terms of the streetscape arrangement.  The paving at the tram stop would 
be high quality and robust, with materials such as blue engineering brick or granite 
setts for the footways, reclaimed granite setts for crossovers to site entrances and 
granite kerbs. The road surface could be asphalt with a granite sett trim either side of 
the tram rails. 

Granite kerbGrey granite blocks

Blue engineering brick 

Granite kerb
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Bordesley Street 
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Materials Palette

Location Plan 

Drawing NTS

Bordesley Street 

Asphalt with a granite sett trim 
along the tram tracks

Tram stop

NN

Blue engineering brick

Indicative location of 
Substation 

Footway

Footway
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20. Key Design Considerations:  Digbeth -  High Street Deritend 

High Street Deritend 

High Street Deritend will remain a six lane road with (4 lanes for traffic and 2 lanes 
for  trams) while also accommodating the additional metro route. There is potential 
to plant pleached trees (lime or hornbeam) along a stretch of the central reservation 
of the road which can be maintained in a very narrow form.  This is subject to detailed 
design proposals and potential underground services. The tram stop in High Street 
Deritend will be located near Birmingham Coach Station. 

The design of the tram stop would follow the design principles set out in the Street 
Design Guide for BCCE, with some adaptations to reflect the existing streetscape 
character.  The paving at the tram stop and footways would be high quality and robust, 
with materials such as grey granite slabs for the platforms and footways and reclaimed 
granite setts for crossovers to site entrances and granite kerbs. The road surface could 
be asphalt with a granite sett trim either side of the tram rails. Pedestrian guard rails 
would be removed from the street where possible and there would be a general 
reduction in streetscape clutter, with removal of redundant poles and signage. New 
signage would be kept to a minimum. 

Light grey granite setts Granite slabs
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Location Plan 

Drawing NTS

Materials Palette
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21. Key Design Considerations:  High Street Deritend Cross Sections 

Plan NTS: Showing location of proposed planting scheme in relation to High Street Deritend Examples of pleached limes in central reservation

A

AA

AA A

Birmingham Coach Station The Dubliner 

Pleached Tilia cordata

Tilia cordata bark Tilia cordata leaf Acer campestre ‘Streetwise’ 
leaf

Acer campestre ‘Streetwise’
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22. Key Design Considerations:  High Street Deritend Cross Sections 

AA

A

AA A
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Plan NTS: Showing location of proposed planting scheme in relation to High Street Deritend Examples of pleached limes in central reservation

Pleached Tilia cordata

Tilia cordata bark Tilia cordata leaf Acer campestre ‘Streetwise’ 
leaf

Acer campestre ‘Streetwise’

N

The Irish Centre 

The Irish Centre 
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23. Key Design Considerations:  Hard Materials Palette

All of these paving materials are represented in central Birmingham

Paving material; Yorkstone 
paving

Colour: buff ‘Highmoor’ 
Yorkstone, swan finish

Paving material: reclaimed or 
new engineering brick

Colour: blue

Paving material: granite setts 
in silver grey used as deterrent 
paving

Paving material; flexible asphalt

Colour: dark grey

Paving material; granite paving

Colour: mid and silver grey, 
flame textured quality finish 

Paving material; granite paving

Colour: dark grey, flame textured 
quality finish 

Paving material; reclaimed 
Yorkstone paving

The materials selected for the public realm setting of the BEE would continue the approach used for the Midland Metro BCCE as set out in the Street Design Guide produced for the BCCE in 2005. This guidance aimed to ensure that the design of the structures and the choice of materials 
used along the metro route responded to the particular city centre context that the route was passing through. The design will alter to reflect the existing streetscape character as it changes along the route. In the City Core, the materials could continue those used on the BCEE and in other 
recent streetscape improvements to ensure continuity. At Hotel LaTour, where silver grey granite slabs are the predominant paving material, they could be used to complement that existing scheme. The materials palette and street furniture will change subtly as the BEE passes Eastside 
City Park, to reflect the softer, more colourful character of the park. On the Meriden Street and High Street Deritend section of the route, the paving would refer to the area’s past industrial use with materials such as reclaimed granite setts and blue engineering brick. All street furniture is 
subject to detailed design.
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24. Key Design Considerations:  Hard Materials Palette - Tactiles, Hazard, Blister, Edging  

Paving material; tram stop 
tactile lozenge paving

Colour: grey 

Paving material; granite kerb 

      Colour: granite grey

Dimensions; granite kerb: 
255mm

Concrete/granite kerb to tie in 
with existing: 60mm upstand

Paving material; stainless steel 
blister and directional paving or 
similar approved

Colour: steel

Paving materials: inset paving 
markers will be used on the tram 
stop to indicate the location of 
tram doors with step-free access. 

Colour: will vary 

Paving Material; stainless steel 
corduroy hazard paving or 
similar approved

Colour: steel

Paving materials: stainless steel 
marker discs could be used to 
denote the boundary between 
the public realm and the tram 
stop. 

Colour: steel  

Paving material; granite setts 

Colour: dark grey 
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25. Key Design Considerations:  Street Furniture 

Seating

Geo Seat with backrest (GE-SE-00003)

Geo Seat without backrest (GE-SE-00001)

316 Shot peened stainless steel frame

Iroko hardwood timber slats

Galvanised and painted legs

Seat length 1800mm

Height 790mm

Width 525mm

OLE Pole

Type; Every pole could be fitted with 
a finial to close off the pole top and 
prevent the ingress of water. These 
finials shall made from a rubber mould) 
or similar approved (RAL 7015) to match 
column.

Dims; 7000-8500mm tall , varying width

Bollards

Geo Bollard (GE-BL-00006)

Standard 140mm Diameter Bollard

316 bead blasted stainless steel body

Machine finished 316 grade stainless 
steel top cap

Height 1100mm

Bins

Geo Litter Bin (GE-LB-00001)

70 litre capacity

Height 1100mm

Bin Body Diameter 500mm

Post Diameter 139mm

316 grade stainless steel

Brushed finish post and bin body with 
machine finished top cap

Tree Grille

Type; Arboslot, with irrigation/ aeration 
and lighting

Location; Refer to GA plans

Manufacturer; Jones of Oswestry ‘or 
similar approved’

Dims; 1800mm sq, 870mm opening.

Lighting

Geo Oval Lantern (G-LA 11 02 0)

Oval Lantern with 35 w HCI-T lamp

Cast aluminium and extruded lantern 
body

Asymmetric Mini Road Reflector 
Toughened curved glass diffuser Lateral 
pole top fixation

IP66 lamp and gear compartment
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The street furniture proposed continues the approach outlined in the Street Design Guide produced for the BCCE in 2005. This will help to integrate the BEE metro with the BCCE scheme, giving the route a feeling of continuity and order. It will also simplify maintenance. All street furniture 
is subject to detailed design. Potential examples of such street furniture are set out below:
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26. Key Design Considerations:  Tram Stop Street Furniture 

Seating

Bench seating could be provided as a part of 
the stop signage unit. 2 of theses units are 
provided; one at each end of the platform, 
with each unit providing 3 seats with brushed 
stainless steel armrests and iroko hardwood 
strips. A perch seat is included as part of the 
central information totem.

Lighting

The primary lighting source could be provided 
by continuous Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
strips integrated into the underside of the 
glazed canopy. In conjunction with the 
ambient light levels from the street lighting 
the required statutory lux levels across the 
platforms are achieved, subject to final 
verification.

Lighting could be combined with the 
overhead line equipment where technically 
possible to reduce the aesthetic impact of 
vertical infrastructure.

Signage and Passenger Info

Passenger information could be located on 
the two totems with timetables and route 
maps. Stove enamelled stop names are 
located at high level to the underside of the 
canopy.

The areas adjacent to the stop signs are 
allocated to modal wayfinding information 
i.e. directions to bus stops and trains. Signage 
style and format could follow the Network 
West Midlands branding guidelines. At 
the south side platform, the passenger 
information is located on the central totem 
and the two stop sign totems.

Passenger Information Display (PID) / Real 
Time Information (RTI)

Passenger information and time information 
could be displayed on totems.

Emergency Help Points (EHP)

Emergency help points could be installed at 
each tram stop.

Validators

Validators could be attached to the end of the 
seating/stop sign unit or the balustrade to 
minimise clutter. 
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The tram stop furniture proposed will closely follow the approach outlined in the Street Design Guide produced for the BCCE in 2005, giving the route a feeling of continuity and simplifying maintenance.  The below examples are from the guide. Individual elements such as validators, 
CCTV cameras and message boards will be attached to structural elements of the tram stop to give a clean, uncluttered appearance.  All street furniture is subject to detailed design . Potential examples of such street furniture are set out below:
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27. Key Design Considerations:  Tram Stop Street Furniture 

CCTV coverage could be integrated within 
the shelter canopy or column mounted.

The CCTV columns could comprise a 
cantilevered arm camera mounting that can 
be turned through 90º for safer maintenance 
and leaves the platform clear when work is 
required. The column could be Woodhouse 
‘Geo’ or similar and could be the same as the 
other furniture used along the route.

Where OLE poles are required they could be located at the back of the footway 
where there are no foundation constraints (basements, services etc) in order 
to reduce clutter on the platform and streetscape. Poles could be a simple and 
elegant design, finished in a slate grey (RAL 7015) colour scheme (to compliment 
the general streetscape, furniture suite, Metro infrastructure and aesthetic of the 
platform canopy structure) and are finished at the top with a hard rubber tapered 
finial to protect from the weather, add a refined tapered aesthetic to blend the 
column discretely into the skyline, avoiding an abrupt top. The base of the column 
should be designed to avoid trip hazards and be integrated into the surface finish.  

Track side cabinets and other electrical equipment could be 
located beyond the tram stop platform so as not to cause 
obstruction to pedestrians, or block sight lines for approaching 
trams but positioned such that the stop is visible from the cabinet 
for ease of maintenance. Cabinets will be painted in a slate grey 
colour (RAL 7015) with an anti-graffiti paint system to match the 
colour palette and materials of the street furniture and OLE.

The requirements for each cabinet will be considered early in the 
design process to facilitate a sensitive and appropriate location for 
each in relation to other tram stop infrastructure. 

Line side equipment will not appear as an afterthought to the 
metro scheme and will be positioned to ensure safe access for 
maintenance workers and minimise obstruction to pedestrians.

Where tram signals are required they will be 
located in a way that minimises clutter and 
where possible will be integrated with existing 
street furniture.

Tram signals are required at all signalised 
junctions and tramway crossovers.

Overhead Line Equipment Line Side Equipment Tram Signal CCTV

Where required a glazed balustrade / 
Guardrail with timber handrail will be 
installed.

Balustrade
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28. Key Design Considerations:  Tram Stop Shelter

Seating

Passenger Information

Seating

Passenger Information

Canopy

Signage

Signage Real Time Information

Real Time Information

The design of the tram stops, including the canopy, the signage, the lighting, the street furniture and the paving, would continue the approach used for the Midland Metro Birmingham City Centre Extension (BCCE) as set out in the Street Design Guide produced for the BCCE in 2005.  This 
guidance aimed to ensure that the design of the structures and the choice of materials used along the metro route responded to the particular city centre context that the route was passing through. The design will alter slightly, depending on the location of the stops, to reflect the existing 
streetscape character.  It is important however, to provide visual continuity between the BEE and the completed BCCE, so that the tram stops on the BEE will closely resemble the BCCE stops, while retaining the quality of appearance and materials proposed in the Street Design Guide.  
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Information display is integrated into a central totem housing the passenger information display, emergency help point, journey information and 2 units, combining seating, stop signs and validators.

The canopy would use the same design vocabulary and materials as the BCCE tramstops; stainless steel, glass and hardwood, which in turn are integral with BCC’s  ‘Interconnect Birmingham’ initiative. The shelter element would minimise the amount of structure and to keep the tramstop as transparent as possible, 
keeping the number of vertical and horizontal elements to a minimum.

The shelter would seamlessly integrate the following  • Weather protection  • Passive security (CCTV)  • Signage  • Passenger Information Displays  • Travel Information  • Emergency Help Point  • Seating.

The shelters are configured to give a high degree of transparency  • Minimises intrusion into the streetscape  • Allows through visibility to shopfronts  • Enhances passenger security.
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29. Key Design Considerations:  Colour and Branding

Context

The application of colour to the tram stop shelters would strictly follow the guidelines contained in the ‘Network West Midlands Section 2 System Wide Identity and Basic Elements’ branding document and the 
‘Network West Midland Metro Brand Guidelines’, both published by Centro. signage generally follows the guidelines except where to further reduce the impact of the furniture, a black background to the stop signs 
is proposed.

The use of colour across the design is limited as the majority of surfaces are ‘self finish’ i.e. stainless steel, iroko and glass. Where surfaces other than signs are coated they will comply with the Network Grey colour 
specification illustrated by this guidelines extract. 

Other elements that will adhere to the branding strategy are the information boards and ticket vending machines, to be finished in a Network dark blue colour. The graphics on the information boards and platform 
totems will also refer to the Metro branding strategy, which is set out in more detail in Transport for West Midlands Network West Midlands Design Guide. 
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30. Key Design Considerations:  Soft Landscaping

Tilia europaea ‘pallida’ - Common Lime Tilia mongolica - Mongolian Lime Liriodendron tulipifera - Tulip Tree Carpinus betulus - Hornbeam Platanus orientalis ‘digitata’ - Cut Leaf Plane

37

Scope for tree planting along the route is limited due to the presence of underground services and other constraints and will be subject to detailed design. The conservation area appraisals for the Digbeth, Deritend and Bordesley High Street and the Warwick Bar Conservation 
Areas state that street trees are uncharacteristic of the area, so trees are not proposed for along New Canal Street or Meriden Street. However there is scope in Bull Street, Albert Street, by Hotel LaTour, by Eastside City Park and in High Street Deritend, though in the last of these, 
only pleached trees could be accommodated.  Any trees proposed would be ornamental and easy to maintain. Many are also present in city centre planting schemes and/or at Eastside City Park.
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31. Key Design Considerations:  Soft Landscaping

Cistus purpureus - Rock Rose Buddleja ‘Lochinch’ - Buddleia Rosa rugosa ‘Alba’ - Rose Viburnum judii - Viburnum Iris germanica - Bearded Iris Anemone japonica - Japanese Anemone Hakonechloa macra - Ornamental Grass

Cistus creticus - Rock Rose Rosa ‘Canary Bird’ - Shrub Rose Hydrangea quercifola - Hydrangea Lavandula ‘Munstead’ - Lavender Hemerocallis lilioasphodelus - Day Lily Ophiopogon ‘nigrescens’ - Ophiopogon Epimedium perralderianum - 
Epimedium

Green wall Eastside City Park; Grasses, Pine Trees, 
structural hedges

Grass track near Snow Hill Station 
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Carpinus betulus - Hornbeam hedge Geranium ‘Brookside’ - Geranium Matteucia struthioptevis - Shuttle cock 
fern

Asplenium scolopendrium - Hart’s 
tongue fern

There is similarly little scope for ornamental planting apart from in Albert Street and by Hotel LaTour and Eastside City Park, where there is more space.  A 5m wide bed is proposed to provide a screen between Hotel LaTour and a new bus stand adjacent to the future Curzon Promenade 
(part of the new public realm proposed for around the new HS2 station). 

Any shrubs and perennials proposed would be robust, ornamental and easy to maintain. Many are also present in city centre planting schemes and at Eastside City Park. 
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32. Illustrative Impression: Bull Street 

Existing

Artist’s impression 

This image is an artist’s impression of the likely appearance of the scheme. It is 
based on the design principles outlined in the Urban Design Strategy but since 

the scheme has not been developed to detailed design stage, it is not a verifiable 
photomontage or visualisation. The appearance of the built scheme may vary from 

this impression.
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33. Illustrative Impression: Albert Street

Existing

Artist’s impression 

This image is an artist’s impression of the likely appearance of the scheme. It is based on the 
design principles outlined in the Urban Design Strategy but since the scheme has not been 
developed to detailed design stage, it is not a verifiable photomontage or visualisation. The 

appearance of the built scheme may vary from this impression.
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34. Illustrative Impression: Hotel LaTour

Existing

Artist’s impression 

This image is an artist’s impression of the likely appearance of the scheme. It is based on the 
design principles outlined in the Urban Design Strategy but since the scheme has not been 
developed to detailed design stage, it is not a verifiable photomontage or visualisation. The 

appearance of the built scheme may vary from this impression.

The proposed Hs2 Station 
is indicated in area 
shaded white
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35. Illustrative Impression: New Canal Street

Existing

Artist’s impression 

This image is an artist’s impression of the likely appearance of the scheme. It is based on the 
design principles outlined in the Urban Design Strategy but since the scheme has not been 
developed to detailed design stage, it is not a verifiable photomontage or visualisation. The 

appearance of the built scheme may vary from this impression.
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36. Illustrative Impression: High Street Deritend

Existing

Artist’s impression 

This image is an artist’s impression of the likely appearance of the scheme. It is based on the 
design principles outlined in the Urban Design Strategy but since the scheme has not been 
developed to detailed design stage, it is not a verifiable photomontage or visualisation. The 

appearance of the built scheme may vary from this impression.
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Appendix A - Albert Street Temporary Park Design 

An area of land on the corner of Dale End and Albert Street would 
be left vacant as a result of the demolition of 1-7 Dale End. Until a 
new use for this site comes forward, the land could be used for a 
temporary ‘pop up’ park. A number of ideas have been suggested 
for the design of the space and four of these are illustrated below. 
The aim of the park would be to provide an outdoor space for 
workers, visitors and shoppers to use for recreation and as a place 
to eat lunch and meet friends on a fine day. The open space must 
be easy to maintain and would be created using simple, sustainably 
sourced materials. Trees would be planted at semi-mature size to 
produce an instant effect and to be vandal resistant. The designs 
are high level and they illustrate the potential of the space.; they do 
not take into account buried services or other potential constraints 
to the design. If the plan for the pocket park  is taken forward, a 
detailed design would be produced.  The designs  are on the 
following pages.
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Option 1
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Option 2
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Option 3

The space will provide a hive for community activities including an open air performance space with comfortable seating and accessible free WIFI, 
opportunities to relax and reflect and table tennis tables. The space could also accommodate pop-up market stalls, flexible seating, the tram waiting shelter 
with affordable spaces for retail and functional desire lines for city commuters.
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1. Albert Street Temporary Park

Albert Street will be closed between Dale End and New Meeting Street and the buildings to the south will be 

demolished to allow the new metro route. A temporary park will be provided within this location and will be 

designed to accommodate up to four different amenity spaces. This could include an all generation play area 

providing a place for children to play and adults to exercise and an exciting place all to enjoy. A sit down and 

relax area could also be provided incorporating a sculpture designed by the community to give the community a 

sense of ownership, and a versatile modern market stalls area for pop up food stalls and cafes.

Existing mature trees will be retained and additional planters could be provided surrounding the park. This 

would provide colour throughout the year and will form an acoustic barrier from adjacent traffic.

The material pallet and park layout will symbolize the amount of canals in Birmingham, resembling the water 

and linkages to the existing canals that surround it, whist maintaining continuity with the adjacent modern 

material proposals for Bull Street, by using stainless steel planters and wood benches and light coloured block 

paving. Special care will be applied to ensure that the materials and street furniture used could be re-used when 

the park reaches the end of its life.

Materials Palette

Masterplan

Jacqueline Mitchell, Liliana Ladbury and Kleveleine Reodique

Euonymus fortunei 

Gives a sense of colour all year round and provide a acoustic 
barrier from the traffic.  These shrubs will be planted in raised 
planters. 

Adult and Children’s fitness area

Hornets Nest Park, USA. Used by all 
generations and  throughout the 
year.  

Concept

Cornus sanguinea

Market stalls

Temporary market stalls

Block paving in sand

Paving will be chosen that 
can be reused on other 
schemes

Seating

Temporary wooden bench

Tree planters

Steel tree planters represent  
the glow of water

Seating

Flow seating around parts of 
the temporary space

Option 4


